ABSTRACT. Let M be a compact 2-manifold (without boundary) C1-embedded in R3. Then there exists positive o such that, given any positive r < o and any continuous map /: M -* R, there exist points p,q,r € M, satisfying II? -rll = llr -P\\ = \\v -q\\ = r in the euclidean norm, for which f(p) = 1. Introduction. A classical result known as Kakutani's theorem [5, 10] states that, given a real-valued map / on the unit 2-sphere in the euclidean space R3, there exists an equilateral triangle in R3, of any specified side-length not exceeding y/H, whose vertices he on a contour of /. In 1955 Floyd [4] proved the corresponding proposition for nonequilateral triangles; while successive stages of the generalization of the theorem to regular n-simplexes and maps on the euclidean n-sphere were
1. Introduction. A classical result known as Kakutani's theorem [5, 10] states that, given a real-valued map / on the unit 2-sphere in the euclidean space R3, there exists an equilateral triangle in R3, of any specified side-length not exceeding y/H, whose vertices he on a contour of /. In 1955 Floyd [4] proved the corresponding proposition for nonequilateral triangles; while successive stages of the generalization of the theorem to regular n-simplexes and maps on the euclidean n-sphere were proved, between 1950 and 1969, by Yamabe and Yujobô [11] , Bourgin [1] and Fenn [2] . The n-dimensional counterpart of Floyd's result was conjectured as early as 1947 by Knaster [6] but remains unproved.
All the proofs Usted above are global. In this note we present a strongly geometric, but local, proof of Kakutani's theorem, to establish the perhaps surprising result that it holds on any compact 2-manifold smoothly embedded in R3. An elementary example, such as the map f(x, y,z) = x on the surface x2 -j-y2 -f-(10z)2 = 1, is enough to show, however, that in the general case it is no longer possible to take the size of the largest equilateral triangle whose vertices can be inscribed on the manifold as the upper limit on the size of admissible triangles.
2. Statements and proofs. THEOREM 1. Let M be a compact 2-dimensional C1 submanifold o/R3. Then there exists a > 0 such that, for each continuous real-valued map f on M and each positive number r < o, the space R3 contains an equilateral triangle of side-length t whose vertices p, q, r lie on M and satisfy f(p) = f(q) = f(r).
We begin the proof of Theorem 1 by constructing a (not necessarily maximal) value for a.
For each point p of M we denote by Tp the affine plane in R3 tangent to M at p and by np the unit vector in R3 normal to Tp whose sense is consonant with specified orientations of R3 and of M. Let ipp denote the orthogonal projection of R3 onto Tp; then the point p has a neighbourhood Up in M which is mapped by ipp diffeomorphically into Tp. We choose Up so that (i) its image under tpp is a closed circular disc Dp, centre p, whose radius we shall call 3<rp, and (ii) the angle between np and nq is less than ir/8 at every point q of Up. Let Ep and Fp be the closed circular discs in Tp, with centre p, whose radii are respectively 2crp and op; and let Vp = UpHtp^iEp) and Wp = UpHrp^iFp). Let M' be a finite subset of M such that {Wq}q£M' covers M, and define a = mm{oq}qeM'-Let r be a number satisfying 0 < r < a, let / be a continuous real-valued map on M, and let c be a point at which / attains its minimum value. We can assume that /(c) ass 0, so that / is nowhere negative. Let o be a point of M' such that c £W0. Since we shall be restricting our attention to the vicinity of o, it will be convenient to omit the suffix o from the symbols Dot E0, F0, Uot V0, W0, n0 and Í>o-LEMMA 1. Ifp, q are distinct points of U, then the vector p -q makes an angle greater than 3ir/8 with n. In particular, therefore, (p -q).n < \\\p -ç||.
PROOF. This is merely the increment formula for the C1 map s \-* n.(s* -s) on the line segment [i¡)(p), ip{q)], where {s*} = U n ip~1(s). O It follows from Lemma 1 that no equilateral triangle with all its vertices in U lies in a plane parallel to n, and that consequently, if Q denotes the specified orientation of R3, then the set of triangles T = {(p,9,r)GC/3|||g-r|| =\\r-p\\ = \\p-q\\ = T;(n,p-r,q-r) £Q}, regarded as a subspace of (R3)3, is compact. We shall write a for the projection from T to U which maps the triangle (p, q, r) to its first vertex p and let "V and W denote the subspaces a~ 1(V) and a~1(W) of T. For any two distinct points p and q in U we write w(p, q) = Wp) -iP(q))/\Mp) -#7)11;
and we define 8:D^yxS':AH (a(A), w(A)),
where S1 denotes the space of unit vectors in R3 orthogonal to n, and uj(p, q, r) = w(p, q).
LEMMA 2. The map 9 is a homeomorphism.
PROOF. Since 9 is certainly continuous and V is compact, we have only to establish that 9 is invertible. We prove injectivity first.
Let p, q, qf be points of U such that ||p -q\\ = \\p -q'\\ = r and w(p,q) = w(p, q1). Then q and q1 lie on a semicircular arc with endpoints p i rn. By Lemma 1 applied to the pairs p, q and p, q1, however, both \(p -q).n\ and |(p -?').n| are less than \r; and this is easily seen to contradict Lemma 1 applied to the pair q, qf unless q = q1. Now suppose that "V contains two distinct triangles (p, q, r{) and (p, q, r2). Let L be the circle {r | \\p -r|| = \\q -r|| = r}, and let L intersect the plane through p and q parallel to n-unique by Lemma 1-in the points I and I'. Then L\{1,1'} = L+ U L~, where L+,L~ are two semicircular arcs such that r£L± « (n,p -r,q -r) £ ±ü;
and ri, r2 G L~K The orthogonal vectors / -/' and p -q are coplanar with n; so I -V must make an angle less than 7r/8 with either n or -n. Put m for the centre h(p-\-q) ofL; then, by Lemma 1, (r -m).n < 1¡t whenever (p,q,r) £ M. It follows that ri, r2 both he in the arc cut off on L+ by the two lines in the plane of L which are orthogonal to the vector I -I' and at distance %Tsec(n/8) from to. But this implies that I -/' makes an angle less than sin-1((l/v/3)sec(ir/8)) (< 7r/4) with either rx -r2 or r2 -ri. Hence either ri -r2 or r2 -ri must make an angle less than (ir/8) -f-(7r/4) with n, which contradicts Lemma 1.
To prove surjectivity, we choose p£V and k £ S1 and show there exist q and r such that w(p, q) = k and (p, q, r) £ T. The existence of a point q in U satisfyinĝ (p, ?) -k and ||p -g|| -t follows from the observation that (since ip(p) £ E and t<o) {V(p) + XJfc|0 <\<t}CD.
For a pair of points p and q so specified, we define I, I' and L+ as before. The complement of U in the cylinder X = U -f-nR has two components, X± = U + nR±. The semicircular arc L+ U {I, I'} lies wholly in X; and-by Lemma 1-one of its end-points is in X+ and the other in X-. The arc must therefore intersect U: and a point of intersection is the required r. D
We shall write p(p, q, r) = (q, r, p); so that both p and p2 map "W into "V. We let C denote the unit circle in the complex plane and put u = e2irt/3. Recall that c is a zero oí f inW. Co h, where £(P, 9, r) = (/(P) + «/(9) + u2f(r))/\f(p) + uf(q) + u2/(r)| and g, h have the properties specified in the statement of Lemma 3. Since / is nonnegative and vanishes at c, the image of H lies in the arc {e27riX|l < 3X < 2}; so H is null-homotopic. On the other hand, since f(p(A)) = u2£(A) for every A G "V, we have G(uz) = u2G(z) for every z £ C; so the map GT: C ->■ C defined by G^(z) = zG(z) satisfies G^(uz) = G^(z), which implies that degree GT is a multiple of 3. But degree GT = 1 + degree G = 1 -f-degree H = 1. This contradiction completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Note that we have used only the local structure of the manifold M: in particular no essential use has been made of its global orientability. There is consequently no difficulty in re-formulating the argument to establish the following stronger result. 3. Observations. Apart from the obvious question of whether these results admit the same generalizations as Kakutani's theorem, it is reasonable to ask whether they do not remain valid even if M is only topologically embedded or immersed in R3. Already the 1-dimensional case, however, seems difficult to handle without some assumption of smoothness; though a much-simplified version of the preceding argument establishes the following counterpart to Theorem 2. That the same proposition holds if the curve T is a piecewise analytic embedding follows from a result due to Fenn [3] . Fenn showed that, taking o to be the (necessarily positive) Livesay width of the curve [9, 8] , it is possible to slide a chord of any length r < o around the curve-in the sense that there exist two maps Fi,F2:C-»C of degree 1 such that \£{Fi(z)) -r(F2(2))|| = r for all z-which implies the conclusion of Theorem 3.
A somewhat different question is whether these results are true for a compact 2-manifold-with-boundary embedded in R3, provided we add the restriction (without which they are clearly false) that the map / should vanish at every boundary point. With this restriction Theorem 1 is known to hold for any compact convex disc [7] . The corresponding 1-dimensional result, on the other hand, fails irremediably. 
